SOUTHERN . CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRIC'I'

Minutes of Special Meeting of
the Board of Directors of the District

March 12 , 1973

Upon notice duly given , the Directors of the Southern
California Rapid Transit District met at a Special Meeting in
the District I s Board Room , 1060 South Broadvmy, Los Angeles
California , at 9:00 a. m. on March 12 , 1973, to receive presentations concerning rapid transit technology by representative
firms involved in the development and/or production of transit
systems and modes.

General Manager Jack R. Gilstrap called the meeting to
order at 9:00 a. m. and the follm~iing Directors were in attendance
during various portions of the presentations:
Arthu r Bal

donado

David K. Hayward
Herbert H. Krauch

Don C. McMillan
Jay B. Price

. Also present \'Tere Chief Engineer Richard Gallagher; Hanager
of Planning & Marketing George L. I1cDonald; Manager of Operations
George H. Heinle; the District I s Teclmical RevielV' Conmi ttee , as
introduced belolV'; Secretary Richard K. Kissick; and representatives
of various organizations , agencies and the public , as listed on
the attendance sheets attached to these Hinutes as Exhibit

General Manager Gilstrap presented his opening remarks , as

follOi'.rS:
Very nice to see all of you here today. ~'le' d like
to try to get started as closely to schedule as possible
because
'\'le
have a lot of very interesting and informative
material to cover
m sure.

, I'

The purpose of the equipment manufacturers I presentation
being held here today and tomorrow in the Board Room is
to give the District and the various participants in the
rapid transit corridor analysis , and certainly the general

public ,

some definj.

tive gi,lidelines on 'ilhat kind of equipment

is and will be available for use in our community' s proposed
regionwide rapid transit system.

The list of manufacturers making presentations during
the two days represents many of the best known and
prestigious names in American industry. They are firms
capable of producing technology of the type and quality
the District will be examining now and in the future.

Leading off today from 9: 00 to 10: 00 0' clock is
Motors Corporation , followed by Bendix and Rohr
and 11: 00 respectively. After the lunch break ,

General
at 10: 00
Uni

tran

will take over from 1: 00 to 2: 00 0 ' clock , followed by
Transportation Technology Incorporated , General Electric
Company and in the final 4: 00 0' clock slot , Uniflo.
On Tuesday, tomorrow , Boeing leads off , followed by
Garrett Corporation at 10: 00 0' clock ';'ii th a pre- lunch
After lunch , LTV Aerospace
presentation by KraussAerospace Corporation , Ford Motor Company and Westinghouse
Corporation will show their respective corporate flags
to conclude the ses s ions , and I might say that if there
is a need for additional time for presentations to the
technical staff and Directors , time ~lill be made available
over the next three weeks , probably in conjw1ction with
regular meetings of the Board of Directors. Tha t would
be for those system manufacturers or devotees who are
not here today or to~~orro~i. These presentations are
a definite part of the SCRTD' s current analysis of
alternative transit corridors and systems which I'll
refer to frO-ll here on out as the corridor study. The
purpose of this study is to identify the priority
corridors in this region , which initial rapid transit
construction will begin on and the system or modes to
be utilized.

Maffei.

Essentially, that' s why we re here today, to hear from
more than a dozen of the nation' s foremost transit
equipment suppliers and to see , if not sample their
These meetings are one of several planning
activities required by the Federal Urban Mass Transportation AQ~inistration before releasing federal
funds for urban transit proj ects. Now for a little

wares.

backgrolUld.

In mid- January a progress report at the conclusion
of Phase I of the corridor study was made to the city
and county technical committees. I won 't go into all
of the technical details except to say that certain
corridors vlere tentatively chosen for initial rapid
transi t development and that three generic modes of
mass transit were reco~~ended for use in these

corridors, separately or in combination. They are
- these are the three basic generic groupings of
modes - they are , mass rapid transit , usually

described as line haul high- density rapid transit?
bus on busway operations , or express buses operatlng

in exclusive lanes , and personal rapid transit
sometimes referred to as people movers. They are
the three types of mass public transit being
considered for use iYl a comprehens i ve rapid
systen for the Los Jmgeles basin at this point in
time , and we
some excellent examples of
a11 three generic t:y-pes here today and tomorro\'l.
Incidentally, I'd like to recorrnnend to all of you
who are really interested i~ what rapid transit can
mean to a major city to attend the International
RaDid Transit Seminar at the Convention Center
beginning 8:30 a. m. next Tuesday, March
The
MayoTs of r,lontreal and Atlanta will be there '.'lith
their top tecIDlical staff people and they 'll be
telling you the many good things that happen when
rapid transit comes into a major city. I can
recownend this Seminar too highly to you - that'
next Dlesday, March 20th at the Los Angeles Convention Center.

transit

"Jill see

20th.

To all Qf you here today I say I' lelcome

to the Southern

California Rapid Transit District. On behalf of the
District Board of Directors I would like to eA~ress
our sincere appreciation to each representative of
each company for taking the time , the effort and
the thought that I Y1-110';'1 they ve put into their
presentations
are about to receive. I'
SUTe that i' lhen 5 0' clock comes around today, that
expressions of admiration will also be in order.
vrhich

He

I'd like to introduce to you the Staff

Revievl Committee 11hich

will

TecIDlical

be receiving your reports

and posing various questions to you in conducting
the review today. That' s Mr. Richard Gallagher , our
Chief Engineer , who is Chairman of the Committee;
Mr. George Hoffman ".rho is i'lith our consulting
engineering firm; Mr. Don Gardner , Hr. Frank Barnes
Mr. Dave McCullough of the District staff and Mr.
George McDonald , Hanager of Planning & Harketing.
I'd also like to have you meet. our Directors who
are here , key members of the technical committee of
the Board of Directors - Mr. Dave Ha~~ard and Mr.
Herb Krauch.

Now I think we should proceed , we have a very tight
time schedule , I know. I' m Jack Gilstrap, General
Manager of the Southern California Rapid Transit
District and , again , I extend a very personal welcome
to all that are here toda
re looking forward
We'
to this day and tomorrow. 1r'
'
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, Nr. Gilstrap turned the :Meeting over
1'1ho
introduced Mr. Eric 1'1. Hall , Coach
Advertising Manager , GNC Truck & Coach Division , General Motors
Corporation , Pontiac , Michigan 48053 for presentation by General
At this poi.

Chief Engineer Gallagher

Motors.

PRESENTATION BY GENERAL MOTORS

~fr. Hall presented various statistics and statements regarding
the advantages of bus operation. For example , bus manufacture has
increased in recent years to '(276 , l'lhile manufacture of rail cars
had been reduced to 28%. He stressed the flexibility of bus
Buses can operate an~.rhere there are streets and
highways; can eas ily be rerouted through construction areas; can
serve speci. al events I'd th charter operation; and can operate on
bUSi'.rayS. Buses can also furnish personal transit by means of
smaller buses on dial-a-ride systems; have less original capital
costs than rail cars; and can prpvide an interim system i'lhile
rail facilities are being constructed.

operation.

Hardware under study by General Motors at present includes:
RTX test vehicle
Transbus models
Model for handicapped and infirmed
The latter

hw

tests are- being conducted. under DOT

grants.

With respect to emission control on diesel engines , California
has the most stringent requirements. A GM turbo charged engine
will meet the 1975 California emissi on standards.

Mr. Hall then presented slides and a film showing bus lanes
etc. in various cities throughout the United States and San Juan
Puerto Rico , ~~d information on their experimental models. This
folloHed by a questions and anSI-veT period.
'\'
How do operating costs with buses compare with rail

rapid transit?
Of course , one

operator can operate a six-car train.

However , each train requires an extensive feeder bus system.

Trains also require crews for track maintenance , etc.
Awnittedly, bus operation is labor oriented.

Mr. Gilstrap stated that the proposed EPA gas rationing
could result in a saturated bus service which could increase the
RTD' s operating costs by one- half billion dollars per year.

Does GM have any plans tor multi- bus or articulated buses?

No. GM
there.

believes the volume for such equipment is no longer

Do you have any plans for hydro-electric or turbo-electric?

No.

Too costly and

impractical.

about plans about 15 years ago for an electronically
HO~T
guided bus without operator?

Abandoned due principally to

costs.

How do you evaluate pollution with an all- bus system as
compared with a rail system?

Tough emission restr~ctions on buses the next few years
will be met and , of course , electricity requires some
pollution at source.

l'lhy are reverse bus lanes not the final. ans\Ver?

Rather see lanes blocked off.
reverse lanes.

If so , no objection to

What do you think about devoting one lane to buses , high
capacity autos and possibly trucks?

Feel it could be only a temporary

expedient.

Presentation concluded at 9:58 a.

Next to be introduced was 1-1r. James A. Burns , Transportation
Systems , Bendix Aerospace Systems Division , 3300 Plymouth Road
Ann Arbor , lIichigan 48107.
PREEjENTATION BY BEND DC

Mr. Burns stated that the Bendix transportation division was
involved in four principal areas:

People mover systems (today'

s topic)
Control systems (for O'\Yn and other systems
such as Boeing)
Rapid transit subsystems
Materials and handling systems

He presented film slides of people mover systems which operate
similar to horizontal elevators up to 30 m. p. h. They are economical
due to no operators. Are adaptable in CBD' s recreational centers
airports , etc. An example is the one built in Pomona by Dashaveyor
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p.

Bendix is desiV1ing a PRT system for Colurnbia , Maryland;
at Morgantown , I' Test Virginia as an experi.!nental proj ect
under an m. rTA grant. A people mover program is being designed
by Rohr to operate beti'leen do,'mtm' , the Strip and the airport
(basic fare proposed is $1. 00).

also ,

The people mover system at Transpo ' 72 built and installed
by Bendix Dashaveyor. They are designing a system for the Toronto
Park Zoo , with 40- passenger

cars.

Mr. Burns then shm'led a film of people mover systems
a question and anSi'ler period.

fqllo'Vled by

What is availability?

About one to one and one- half years--can accept contracts.

What is current cost per mile of 110rgantovm installation?
Two and one-

half TIliles of double track-- $36 , 000 000 (contract

at pTes~nt). Boeing
I'mat are

could probably answer better.

significant factors to RTD from Morgantovffi

experi::1ent?

Larger vehicles would probably be applicable to higher
concentrations such as your central business

district.

11r. Gilstrap stated that RTD and the CoIDmQDity Redevelopment
Agency are i.lorking on a people mover proj ect for Bunker Hill \1hich
'\'Wuld be about a t1'lO-mile system joining t1' m off-site parking
structures with 4, 000 pe, rking spaces at each end , and asked:
your opinion as to the applicability of the
Dashaveyor to this system and hovr rapidly could it be

1nl.at is

implemen ted?

system.

Dashaveyor is applicable to this kind of
Schedule
is based upon right ~f lllay, etc., but probably be about
18 months.
Could system have capacity to be expanded to serve entire
CBD?

Yes.
Q, .

Are you satisfied with 30 m.

to il' 1crease it?

30 m.

h. speed , or do you intend

h. practical for station spacing t or t mile apart.

Presentation concluded at 10:58 a.
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Next to be introduced at 11:05 a. m. was Mr. Peter Iovin

Manager , Marketing Transportation Systems , Rohr Industries ,
of Chula Vista , California 920i2.

Inc.,

PRESENTATION BY ROHR INDUSTRIES , INC

Mr. Iovin presented a film depicting the various transit
modes available from the Rohr Corporation , particularly those
operational in the U. S.

~ystem
People Movers

Type

Speeds

J'.10notrain

30 mph
50 mph

Honocab (PRT)

Railbus

Intermediate
rransi t R:1ilbus

65 mph

Ci ty bus

70 mph

Rail Rapid Transit

90 mph

TACV

200 mph

Magnetically Suspended

Transit Vehicle (Romag)

A question and answer period followed
Q, .

Mr. Iovin' s presentation.

Vlhat viOuld be the availability of your Nonocab and

mag systems?

Monocab is available nOl'; - the application of the people
mover system is 4 to 5 years mmy.
consumption beti'leen the Romag
small car and a rubber- tired small car or steel wheel?

~'Jhat is the relative pow" er

Romag takes 10- 15% more pOl'ler.
Q, .

How does your firm view the issue of high capacity buses?
There is a market for them - busways , etc.

Q, .

What changes would you make as a result of the BART system?
We would like to see AC motors instead of DC.
Would you comment on safety and quality control?
There have been quality control problems , but they have been
exaggerated. Quality control is being achieved. Subsequent
systems vlill benefit from BART.
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Would you comm. ent on the question of costs that might

be associated and time ' required

the new concept systems?

to implement some of

With a totally new system (PRT) you would amplify vrhat
BART had. If you put in same system as EART , problems
would be less. The installation of a rail rapid transit
system in Los Angeles l'iOUld be less of a headache (using
some of BART system).
If you were to become distributor ~ would it be feasible
to convert the BART operation to a system without any

attendant?

I think it could be done -

yes.

Would you comment on BART track gauge?

It gave the cars better riding qualities. It was made
for cheaper installation. \'lidening the track gauge
improved the ride.

Hhat is the state of the art of air cushioned or linear
induction vehicle - is it in such a state that it can be
considered? Is it available?

, it l'lould be available in
application has to be determined. It

Yes

a year or

hauls. It is ready,

but the
tl'lO
is good for long

or soon will be.

Have linear induction systems reached such a state that
they are available and practical?
I think there are air cushion vehicles available to do
short jobs.

bus.

Hould you comment
You mentioned the International
on that in comparison to standard 40- ft. standard bus.

Performance:
Ride:
Cost:

identical
iden tical

comparable with existing bus today

If the district would go out to bid on buses , would you
offer that bus?

If the specs allowed

that.

Mr. Gilstrap stated that we are pleased to know that there
is a possibility of new equipment available.
Presentation concluded at 12: 05 p.

Next to be introduced at 1: 00 p. m. 'ViaS Hr.

Charles Merlian
Vice- President of Unitran , 2207 Border Avenue , Torrance , California
90501, (a subsidiary of Pollution Controls Industries , Inc.
PRESENTATION BY UNITRAN

Mr. 11erlian presented information on the Unitran Monorail
system and its potential application to the Los Angeles area.
The system utilizes a tubular steel rail on which the car' s rubber

uheels travel.

Uni tran is a patented system and could be operational in
less than five years as off- the-shelf hardware could be utilized.
Line haul vehicles and PRT could be utilized on the same elevated
~lideway. The entire system is computerized and would transport
000 people per hour. Cost figures are available to the District.
The presentation 'ViaS

follo1'led by a question and anS\'ler

period.

Hhat is the availability of your system?
The sys~em would be available in less than five years.

WDat is your operational experience , particularly regarding
sv11

tching?

satisfactory.
traIl be operational in foreign counties?

He have a prototype that has proved to be
Hm'l

soon will Uni

1975 in one co~~try (would not reveal the country).

ifuat is the estimated

cost per mile?

We provided cost figures to

Mr. Gallagher.

Do you brake the main line to make a s'Vlitch?
It is free locking and does not bear against the wheel.
Does not interfere with svTitching.

If you are not braking the rail in any way, are you braking
another rail on top of it?
. Yes , it is feathered.
In

terms of wear and stress on feathered points , have you

considered wear factors?

There is
rail.rail.

The rail is feathered and sits on another
a two degree rise from rail itself and the spur
Presentation concluded at 2:00
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Next to be introduced at 2:00 p. m. was Mr. H. R. Hamilton
Project Development , Transportation Technology, Inc., an affiliate
of Otis Elevator Company, 11380 Smith Road , Denver , Colorado 80207.
PRESENTATION BY TRM~SPORTATION

TECllliOLOGY

Mr. Hamilton s presentation concerned the air cushioned
personal trm1si t vehicle that has been developed by Transportation
Technolo~J. This vehicle is pm'lered by electricity and has ranges
of speed from 20 to 300 m.

Personal Rapid Transit offers privacy, security, door- to- door
short trip time , mobility for all classes , no waiting or

service ,
delays.

Air cushioned vehicle operates on ten air cushions. Vehicle
can lose 4 of 10 air cushions and still
Cars can be
designed to acco~~odate 6 to 40 passengers.

function.

Off- line stations and docking gives random access to individual
locations and allm-is very high level of service iIYimedia tely available
in off- peak hours. Distributive storage allov.rs more compact stations;
with docks less than 20 feet long, four docks are sufficient for
most maj or stations.
PRT system incorporates the use of more stations than straight
rail systems. For example , a 160 mile straight rail systenl (2-way
track) l'lould have approximately 87 stations , i'ihile a 320 mile PRT ~Stl

(1-1'lay

track) l'lould accommodate 420 stations.

Hr. Hamilton'

anSI'ler period.
Q, .

s presentation vIaS

foll0\1ed by a question and

Can you deliver system now?

He are in a position to talk serious about systems of
reasonable size. Transpo experience was. needed to build
reasonably sized systems.
Q, .

What is line haul capacity per hour?
Capacity depends on size of vehicles , headways , station
sizes. To operate headways around 5 seconds-operational
type headways , 10 second headways are best.

Q, .

What is the determinate for electrical supply and do you
foresee any difficulty in getting the power supply?
You must take a close look at the ability of the city to
supply electrical energy.
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hOVl

Please explain

a ft .HP

motor can develop thrust to

lift one ton.

cushion.

There is a very small
Principle of type of air
gap - several thousandths of an inch - radial flow 2 psi no large volume of air fl0\1ing out.

tfuat do you

do in a snovlstorm?

The air cushion tends to sweep the snow away - can plow
12 inches 6f snow.
I was interested to hear 300 mph system projected. What
do operating costs look like in te~ls of maintenance of
equipment , stations , computers , etc.
Operating costs are figures in the order of 5- 6% of capital
cost per year.
HO\'T

does this compare to BART?

to.

nw!1b"er of stations and
the operating end , this is something you would give attention

Not sure. Hhen you talk about the

Do you have any opinion as to the availability of po't'ler
systems in the area? Figures of electrical costs rather
than fuel costs?

Electrical costs are higher - maybe 50%.
Hhat do you do about side thrust in l'linds?

thstand side thrust- lateral guide
wheels are used. The vertical spring rail is very high
Engineer designed to

vii

on these vehicles.

Presentation completed at 2: 59 p.
J.
T. Hood
Next to be introduced at 3:00 p. m. was Mr.
Western Regional Manager , Transportation Industries Sales Division
General Electric Company, 55 Hawthorne Street , San Francisco
California 94105

PRESENTA'rrON BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

Mr . Hood than::.1Bd RTD for giving General Electric the opporHalperin
tunity to make a presentation.
Metropolitan Transportation Represenative from their Erie, Pennsylvan:
made the follo1'ling presentation.
He introduced Mr. Robert

office

'\'lho

11-

J.

Mr. Halperin stated that. General Electric has been involved
in ground transportation systems since 1885. Their plant to manufacture vehicles for transit application is located in Erie

Pennsylvania.
Mr. Halperin said that the term " people

mover " is indica ti ve
key is to use the right vehicle for the job.
The work- to- home commuter is the major commuter. Economy is the
reason all major rapid traJlsi t systems built in this country are
(four exceptions). It also attracts real
estate development along
Automated trains give much
improved service and increased safety in high speed transportation.

of high speed. The

steel wheel-steel-rail

route.

Automated fare collection system provides for un-manned
monitored stations. Vandalism is lower than shopping centers.
Mr. Halperin showed a film and slides on the PATCO system
in operation which utilizes General Electric transit vehicles.

its

He also mentioned
TA0T
(Track Air Cushion Vehicle) and
uses in a mass rapid transit system; however , this type is best
used for short trips and not in line haul capacity.

A question and

ansvrer period followed

the presentation.

Guidel'ray operating at capacity is not really needed?
. Expandable capacity - start with needs only.

Cost efficiency

is not affected.

High cost of construction - what can be done about it?

Cars are electronically

sophicated. Example: modular

construction of electTonic components. Capital

investment

assumed by government.

Availability of fuel - electrical energy?

Power and its availability has to be pla~~ed and so do
the transit
Plan by pOl'.rer company and trans
is simultaneous.

systems.

Does the turbine electric car lend itself better to calli

control, chopper or inverter with induction motor? Can

the cars be run in trains?

DC motor and can be operated in

trains.

What added noise levels can be expected from the turbine
electric car?
Unknovm at this time.
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wnat exhaust emission is expected?

And what quantity?

Comparable to diesel engine of same

size.

What is the largest traction motor rating likely to be
gauge)

'\'lithin the next five years? (standard
150 HP

Has the PATCO automatic train control proven satisfactory?
To what is its success attributed?

It is considered

$600 000.

successful.

Made a profit last year of

Do you have complete training facilities?

Yes
Are wayside and/or cab signals essential in your opinion?

Not necessarily. No wayside signals.
Regarding the Shirley Righl' my , do you

feel system is

successful u~til gets into tovffi?

Yes
Hhat is the

anticipated. cost of turbine electric

car?

One- half million.
What do you project as appropriate technology for Los

fulgeles?

Line haul rail system would do best job at least cost.
Director Jay B. Price entered at 3:55 p.

In the co~nercial center , do you feel that a one vehicle
mode is not best?

Multi-mode is

best.

Regarding safety - can you give definition of " Fail-safe

Definition is " no accidents IT .
Fully automated (no one on board) train - can it be It fail-safe
Yes; however , should have

hunlan overseer.

Presentation completed at

4: 00 p.
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Next to be L~troduced at 4:00 p. m. was Mr. Lloyd E. Berggren

11anager , Transit Systems Development , Uniflo Systems Company ~ 7401
Washington Avenue South , Minneapolis , Minnesota 55435.
PRESffi~TA TION BY UNIFLO

~Ir. Berggren'

s presentation concerned Personal Rapid Transit

System , uhich is a demand responsive people mover. A.n 8- 12 passenger vehicle system V!aS proposed. 'l'
vlOuld be an air cushioned

tis

suspens ion system utilizing linear T:lCJtor and levitation pads and

valves. Vehicle

would be delevitated while in station. It is a
completely passive system , i'lith no operator on board (labor free)
and fully automated.

Passenger vehicles can be interchanged with freight vehicles.
Revenue could be improved l'Tith dual service system. Automobiles
Mini- buses or full size buses can be transported on guideway in
The guidevray is fully enclosed. Thirty or fort~stations are suggested vlithin the city. The poHer supply is
industrial equipment , bolted dmm and enclosed.

vehicles.

A question and anSVler period
l'!hat is

availability of your

follo;' red

the

presentation.

system?

He have been invited by lJHTA to bid on a system in Denver.

. He can have a 4-5 mile systen operational 'di thLYl 2-3 years.
Hhat is approximate horsepO1'ler per ton?'
From 5 horSepOi'ler dmm.
Do you have cleaning problems with enclosed guideway?
, we filter the air.

In the Los Angeles area , where do you envision your
might be best utilized?

system

In central business district and perhaps in downtmm

Holl;y1'lood area.

vmat is the probable cost per mile?

$4- $7

million per mile.

Can you give us later a set of figures that would tell
us how many people you could move between here and
HollY1'lood as compared to a high speed subway?
We can train vehicles - 20 000 people per hour in coupled

vehicles.

14-
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How important , in your opinion , is it to have vehicles
interchange betvreen the collector and the long line?

Basically, it is better to be able to interchange. Most
of the day V1e could interchange people.; at peak hours i t
is better to shift people instead of vehicles.

lIhat kind of laterial

acceleration and jerk rates?

Specs will tell us what you need and cUl~ature will be
built accordingly.
How fast do your vehicles go?
20-50 miles per hour.

Presentation completed at 5:05 p.

There being no further presentations scheduled for this
day, the meeting was adjouTI1ed at 5:05 p.
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